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uses of computers in rhetoric

and public address

For some time we hae all known that our personal
lives would be deeply affected by the computer
revolution;, but in speech, and NrtRularly in rhetoric
and public address, e have assume d until quite re-
cently that its nnpict on our professional Ike.; would
be negligible Computers compute, and computation
is not used in rhetoric From that point of view, the
computer and the rhetorician seem to belong in dif-
ferent worlds.

Bu: to adopt that view is to allow oneself to be
misled by words The term -computer.' is a poor
name for a modern electronic data processing ma-
chine, for numerical calculation represents only a

small fraction of its total capability. Registration
procedures at most large uni'.ersitics demonstrate that
computers can deal with words as well a' numbers.
In fact, they can handle any sort of symbols what-.
soever, and this flexibiliti is potentially very aluable
to rhetoric and public address.

First, I would like to discuss some applications of
computer methods to rii;:torical problems oi to prob-
lems in other fields that are clearly analogous to the-.
torical problems, so as to suggest what the computer
holds in store for rhetoric. Second, I would like to
provide some references to published materials that
can serve as a starting point for anyone who wants
to pursue this matter further.

Let us begin our survey at the most obvious point
with studies that use the computer as a giant calcu-
lam,. We were able to calculate by hand before elec-
tronic data processingor EDP--so we tend to over-
look what the computer has done to quantitative re-
search in rhetoric and public address.

To illustrate that contribution. let me mention one
representatke study' In probing the images of John-
son and Goldwater for .m experiment reported at the
1964 SAA comention, we gave a semantic differential
of 106 scales to each of 120 undergraduate students
To analyze the underlying factor structure of these
scales, we had to first calculate the correlation of
eery scale with every other scale - -a total of more
than 5,500 correlation coefficients. Figuring that it
would take an assistant about 45 minutes to cio one
of these, and figuring an assistant at 20 hours per
week, 36 weeks per year. then it would hae taken
seven assistants all year to calculate these coefficients
Figuring a research assistant at $2.000.00 per year,
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that comes to $14,000.00 for the coefficients alone.
The facor analysis would still remain to be &tie,
and to anyone who has ccr performed a factor
analysis on a desk calculator, the prospect of a
106-6y-106 matrix is almost cm erwhelming

Yet an IBM 7070 (by no means one of the fast--
est machirps) calculated the coefficients and extret-
ed and rotated 11 factors in about 20 minutes, at
a cost of $50.00. Of course, the data first had to
be put on cards That took about two hours and
cost less than S10 00. Two hours of assistant time
and 20 minutes of machine time, at a total cost of
less than $60 00 performed operations that would
halve taken se'.cn academic years of assistant tune and
more than $11,000 to perform by hand The impli
cations of this comparison are clear. Before the com-
puter, this sort of analysis would never hae been
performed. As a matter of fact, in the field of speech,
it never was. The computer has done more than
just spced up statistical work in speech, it Ins made
certain kinds of .cry- complex statistical work a%ail--
able to us for the first time.

The change this has wrought in experimental rhe-
toric is more than quantitativeit is qualitative.
Quantitative and experimental work have always
been criticized in the past for being too mechanical
and simplistic. Using complex designs and analyses
placed within our grasp by computers, we can bring
statistical %Nork into closer harmony with the realities
of rhetorical practice.

After statistical calculation, the next most widely
publicized use of computers is in information ietrieal.
When one thinks of information retrieval,, he thinks
first of indexes and similar aids to library research.

For most of us, the least rewarding phase of any
research project is working in the library. Not only
is it tedious, but it is highly susceptible to error.
Because we do not wish to search for needles in hay-
stacks, we do not examine every w;cle or book in
which some relevant reference might have been made.
Rather, we explore in detail only those sources in
which we feel that there is considerable likelihood
of our finding important references, and we ignore
the rest.

Yet a computer does not mind looking for a
needle in a haystack. If you can afford to pay the



eleetrieth and maintenance bill, it %%ill read all day,
and meomparabk faster than a hundred humans
Three earc ago at the Limersitv of Pittsburgh. %%c-
caleulatcd that it should be possibl: to store all of
the articles published in the n wonal and regional
speech journals On a single reel of magnelie tape.
not just the titles. but the full texts Using a pro.
gram developed by the computation center there
the entire tape could be read in just a little mei- six
minutes. and cery oecurrnce of a particular word
or phrase printed out--in context w.th its location
specified-- for journal. %ohmic, number and page
Thus, fist the publications of the Speech Association
of America and its regional affiliates, a search could
be made in a few minutes exceeding in thoroughness
a %isual search that would require soetal days Of
course, many rhetoricians would finu relatively little
use for such a knowledge-audability system based
on the speech journals. but the principle can be
extended to French rhetorics, existential philosophers,
,or any other body of literature %%hatsoeNer. Such an
electronic library would assure the user that a given
body of material had been cowered thoroughly; by
pros iding a highly flexible superspeed index, it
would accelerate the early and least rewarding stages
of scholarly Inquiry.

Not only it is possible to use the computer as the
central organ of a high-speed information system,
but it can also be used to create more conventional
information retrieval devices, st..:h as computer-based
concordances. We developed one such concordance
of the Kennedy-Nixon debates, similar to many others
in English literature, poetry and allied topics.'

If concordances were available for all of the major
rhetorics and for certain key collections of speeches,
compatatke studies ought to be somewhat easier and
hence more common than they are today. At the
very least, concordances xould reduce much of the
fruitless labor of graduate students

If concordances arc so valuable, why do we not
have more of them? Mostly because it takes tune to
prepare a concordance conventional means and
(let us face it) a distiact flair for the ummagma.
tke. The ackantage of the computer is that it !oesn't
mind having its imagination shackled, and it uses

far less time than people do, so that computer-based
concordances are possible on a wholesale scale. Once
written, a computer program for generating a con-
cordance of one work can he used with little or no
additional programming for many other works. There
is no reason why a graduate student should not do a
concordance on a rhetoric or a collection of speeches
in which he is doing his research project. Once it
has been produced for a particular study, the con-
cordance can be used by anybody at a later time. It
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beeoinc, part of the resources of the
discipline.

The major bottleneck in concordance making is

input Gencialk no ida,s. whne.er material is to
conorded must first be prepared in mat !line-

n:J(1.1111c form. usu ilk on IBM cards Our c irds for
the Kennels -Nixon debates filled file drawers,
and %%e-re t:me-consuming and cxpenske -o prepare
But there are signs that this boltIcneck may soon be
breached More than a dozen eornputer research cen-
ters are new %%orking on %isual patternrecognition
programs When perfected. these %%ill permit the
computer to read for itself directly from the printed,
page Some pattern recognition programs are in
existence already, they are doss and costly now,, but
they are being impro%ed all the time. Someday they
%%ll make concordance-making a cheap and easy

proposition.

Because concordances are already rclatkely easy,
rhetoricians should now be thinking about the kinds
of concordances that %%ill be most %aluable to them,
and should set some standards, so that concordances
on different works done at separate centers will be
compatible A conference should be called among
rhetoricians, computermene and experienced concord-
ers from other disciplines to lay out an ideal design
for rhetorical concordances so as to maximize the
capital gains from such concordance work.

There is another computer application that falls
in this general categoiy. During the past half-dozen
years, strong efforts have been made to de%elop auto-.
matic abstracting programs, instructions that enable
a computer to take as input an article or speech and
produce an abstract of it as output 4 From time to
rime, scholars ha% e toyed with the idea of a periodical
entitled -Rhetorical Abstracts'. that would contain
abstracts of articles and books in rhetoric and in other
disciplines of interest to rhetoricians. The task has
always seemed impossible because of limited time
and personnel. But if a %ery fast abstracting pro-
gram could he do eloped, ouch a periodical could be
produced with very little output of human energy.
Or, an abstract version of Vgal Speeches could be
produced even more easily.

Before leaving the subject of information retrieval,
let me mention a New York Times News Service
release of November 29. Published in the Austin
American under the headline "IBM and LBJ-, it be-
gins as follows:

"The Democratic National Committee Sunday
displayed America's first full- automated national
political machine, a room-sized . . IBM 1401
computer system capable of performing almost
eery campaign chore.



"Its nickname, naturally, is Lyndon.

"This computer,, with its tape drk es, card input
devices, printers, and central processing units, can
count the contributions, run the surreys, write
the personalized form letters. distribute the propa,
Banda, and mobilize the olunteers."

It goes on to say:

"In 1961, Barry Goldwater's managers bought
an 'electronic selector' to pros ide quick access to
his statements on various issues. The device is now
being used in the research section of the Repub..
lican National Committee."'

Surely des ices such as these have enormous im-
plications for the study of invention and audience
adaptation. Any rhetorician setting out to study the
1968 presidential campaigns, certainly should find
out all he could about these two information re-
trieval systems.

Turning now from information retrieval, a. third
application of computers in rhetoric and public ad-
dress is content and sollgic anabw. The simplest
sort of stylistic analysis, of course, is counting words

but this kind of research has never enjoyed sery
great favor among students of public address. One
reason is that tl c amount of useful information that
can be extracted from such a count is very small in
comparison to the effort one must experd to get it
Moreoser, any one of these statistics is hard to inter,
pret standing alone.6 But what if the information
were very easy to get, so that one could compile a
wealth of language statistics for different parts of
the speech, and for speeches delivered under different
circumstances, by different speakers, within different
movements, or in different periods of history,
wouldn't it be interesting to accumulate some norms
and make some comparisons? Is there a distinctive
rhythm pattern that characterized early civil rights
oratory? Did Harry Emerson Fosdick really use more
personal pronouns than most preachers of his day,
and did he influence his successors to follow suit?
Do ultraconsenati%e groups actually use an abnor-
mally high ratio of religious symbols? In what ways
did Stevenson's language differ from that of the com-
mon man? These are questions that are answered
more easilyand more definitelyby quantitative
analyses of language than by any other means. More-
over, in a day when ghostwriting has become a major
industry, computers programmed for author identifi-
cation can use stylistic analysis as detection aids. This
would allow us to place the blameor praisefor a
given speech squarely where it belongs.'

We have seen that EDP systems can be used for
numerical calculations, as in statistical operations,
and for processing verbal materials, as in information
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retries al and stylistic or content anal;.sis An entirely
different sort of use is what has come to be called
inn/dation Now idays., most urplanes are flow n sym-
bolically inside a computer bet ore the protot:,pe is

ever built The hulls of sailing ships are sailed elec
tronically before their design is finalized In a large
industry, a departmental reorganization is sometimes
tried out on a computer before it is put into effect
Economists work with complex models of industries
or es en of the entire U. S. econonn. calculating the
probable effects of increasing the production of this
or lowering the price of that.

Now, in any complex and dynamic process. such
as the motion of a solid shape through an or water,
or the interaction patterns among employees, or the
chain-reactim of wage and price factors, calculating
the effect of changing a single sariable is neN er a
onestep process. Because effects interact with one
another, the impact of a particular change may be
felt in a cumulative way over a period of time, or
it may e;en set up a cycle of effects that repeat them-
selves user and again. What is required to predict
probable effects in such complex cases as these, is a
dynamic model in which the whole chain of inter-
actions can he allowed to work itself out Where the
reloant operations are quantitative, the computer
can calculate values, where they are nonquantitatiNe,
it can manipulate symbols according to whatever rules
the model specifies

It seems to me that the simulation capability of
computers is of enormous significance for rhetoric.
Already, processes bordering on the rhetoric hale
been simulated At the time of his death, Paul
Deutschman was working on a simulation of infor,
nation diffusion in underdeseloped nations. Turner
and Carismith des eloped a simulation of community
referendum elections Several groups are at work
on simulations of complex persuasion situations.s

One could predict that a cooperative attack by a
group of rhetoricians and computermen could now
produce a simulation of audience response to public
address in a number of dimensionsinformation
gain, :-.titude change, verbal behavior, speaker image,
and aud:ece value systems- -and that this simulation
would be able to predict_ these effects for certain
'kinds of public speeches at least as well as the aver,
age Speech I student. But if it can't do any Netter
than that, NN by bother? Consider. If we give the
computer some input information about the charac-
teristics of the audience. the situation, and the speech,
and give it a set of instructions (representing our
theory) for processing this information to estimate
the impact of the speech. and if the computer then
comes up with a manifestly ridiculous answer, then
something must base been wrong with the instruc-



nuns That is. we r sit understand how the audi
en«. and :he speech would interact in that situation
after .d1 Thus. one adNantage of smudition is that
it pros ides us with .t 11.1v of sub.ly ridicu-
lous propositions bs the manifestly ridiculous results
they produce.

A second great ads anttue of simulation is thu it
forces us to objectify our theory, that is. to reduce
it to statements that a sery literal-nunded idiot (a
computer) can read That exercise in itself is some
thing of an eye-opener, es en in purely quantnatise
areasand where serbal theory is concerned, it pro-.
duces an entirely new kind of self-awareness I re-

member my ow n shock when I realized that I really
did not know exactly what I was doing when I

rank-ordered a set of numbers; imagine what it will
be like when a rhetorician first tries to explain to
a 1101 just what an outline is No doubt the effort
will has e salutory effects on both parties; but in any
Case, the rhetorician will gain, for he will understand
exactly what he means when he uses that term, and
in a clarity of detail that he could not now imagine

The advantages of simulation to complex theories
like rhetoric are too substantial to be ignored. With-
in five years, some of the readers of this journal will
be modeling some aspects of rhetorical theory with
computers, and simulating speakers or audiences or
both.

Has ing now strained my predictions beyond all
credibility, I might as well take the final step. As a
fifth application of computers in rhetorical theory
and public address, I foresee the computer as a sort
of low-grade creative thinker.,

Most of us are aware that computers compose
poetry, from the worst doggerel to blank verse--
verse that, if written by a man, would be thought
to reflect some remarkable insights. But I am talk-
ing about a les el of creatis ity somewhat below that.
For example, consider the recent change of name
for the Cities Service Gasoline Company. According
to one report, the new name of the companyCitgo
was ins ented by a computer. I !lase been unable to
confirm this story, but it is not hard to imagine how
the first stages of invention could has e been handled
by machine. One could take all of the letters in
the name "Cities Sus ice Gasoline," and combine
them in every order that would yield strings of letters
compatible with English phonotactics. A subroutine
could he written to screen out those that are too
long or too short, or which repeat syllables. Even-
tually such reductions would produce a list of per-
haps twentyfise names. Sucre of these could be
eliminated right away on intuitive or aesthetic
grounds, leaving perhaps no more than a dozen can-
didates. These could then be compared by standard
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public relations or mirkct analysis procedures. Note
that the final dee:slot, is made bs refertuce to human
Naives but the brain-storming and the rough screen -
ing could he done- thoroughly and rapidly by ma-
chine, and no possibilities would be os erlooked.

Now, rhetoricians are not in the business of nam-
ing industrial products. so what has all of this to
do w ith us? Just as words are made up of letters,
so sentences ar: made up of words The same pro-
grams that I use to generate w ()Ms out of letters can
be used with ^,odifications to generate sentences
out of words. Both rhetorical theory and rhetorical
criticism consist of propositionsthat is, sentences.
I see no reason why; in principle, a «-mputer could
not he assigned the job of generating theoretical or
critical sentences using certain terms and subject to
specified restraints.

Of course, most of what the computer had to say
about speeches and speechmaking would be banal,
and most of the rest would be nonsense But isn't it
possible that the machine would make a few original
and useful observations on speeches and speech-
making?

On a small scale, I have experimented with simu-
lation of computer-generated critical ideas, based on
comments by students in advanced speech classes.
They has e shown that the average student uses his
critical socabulary in a very limited way. It is almost
as if he were strait-jacketed by his own serbal habits.
That is, given the number of things that he talks
about when criticizing a speech, he (cad say much
more, if he would do no more than combine the de,
ments he already uses, in a greater variety of ways.
A glance at some arbitrary manipulations of his own
language sometimes seems to open up to him possi-
bilities that he had not seen before. In this case,
the arbitrary manipulations were performed by hand-
simulation of machine processes, but they could have
been done even more easily by machine.

One might imagine a sort of creative editorial
process for rhetorical theorists and critics. Having
done your paper on a certain speech or speaker, you
read it into the computer, perhaps along with ex-
cerpts from rhetorical theory or from other rhetorical
criticisms. The machine divides the sentences, recom-
bines their elements under certain constraints, anti
asks you a series of questions. Most of these ques-
tions will he useless; but one or two may be price-
less. How much are one or two really good ques-
tions worth?

I have tried to suggest that the potential contribu-
tion of computers to rhetoric and public address is
substantial, and that the future which EDP portends
has already arrived.
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